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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an approach for predicting both the vocabu-
lary size and the resulting out-of-vocabulary rate (OOV-rate) for
a hypothetical extension of an existing text corpus. By splitting
the original corpus into two different sub-corpora, vocabulary
and OOV-rate can be determined for that special constellation.
Average values are calculated for all combinations of sub-cor-
pora and can be approximated by analytic function terms. These
functions enable the easy prediction of the vocabulary size and
the OOV-rate. The prediction accuracy results in a relative error
below 4.6%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The occurrence of out-of-vocabulary words (OOV-words) within
a speech processing application is very harmful for the user’s ac-
ceptance, since each OOV-word causes usually at least one rec-
ognition error. Actual investigations report an average of 1.2
[1][3] to 1.6 [9] recognition errors, which would not occur, if the
respective word would have been within the vocabulary. Hence,
avoiding unknown words must have great priority during the col-
lection of the vocabulary! In contrast to other investigations for
minimizing the OOV-rate (i.e. the probability for the occurrence
of an OOV-word) of very large corpora [2][6], this paper regards
a limited-domain corpus with a relatively small vocabulary of a
few hundred words. In this context, the following questions are
of great interest:

• How much is the probability (in the following
denoted as OOV-rate) that at least one word of an
expected word chain is not within the current vo-
cabulary?

• Is a prediction possible at all, how far a hypothet-
ical corpus extension (i.e. hypothetical addition
of word chains) influences the vocabulary size
and the OOV-rate?

• How many word chains have to be added to the
corpus to drop the OOV-rate below a certain
value ?

• How many words are in the resulting vocabulary?

ε

2. CORPUS PARAMETER

A text corpus K consisting of L word chains Wl with
forms the basis for the following explanations:

(1)

Each word chain Wl consists of one or more words and represents
an expected user utterance within the regarded domain. The cor-
pus size  is described by the number of word chains:

(2)

The vocabulary V(K) is the set of those T words wt with
, which can be found at least once within the corpus K.

Multiply occurring words are included only once into this set.

(3)

The vocabulary size  is the number of all at least once oc-
curring words within the corpus K:

(4)

3. DETERMINING THE OOV-RATE
OF ANY SUB-CORPUS

The given corpus K is split into two sub-corpora, into a training
corpus Ktrain and into a test corpus Ktest.

(5)

The test corpus Ktest embodies any combination of M word
chains  of the original corpus K.

and (6)

and (7)

It is required that  with  as well as
 and .

The vocabulary V(Ktrain) is a subset of the original one V(K):

(8)
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Following statement can be made for the vocabulary size :

(9)

The vocabulary is reduced, if one or more words of V(K) exclu-
sively occur within Ktest and not in Ktrain. Due to the division into
the corpora Ktrain and Ktest, it is possible to estimate the probability
that at least one word of any word chain out of Ktest is not included
within the vocabulary V(Ktrain). This probability is denoted as
OOV-rate OOV(Ktrain). It represents the ratio between the fre-
quency of OOV-word chains and the overall test corpus size:

(10)

An examined word chain  is considered as OOV-word chain, if
at least one word of  is not included in the regarded vocabulary
V(Ktrain):

(11)

4. DETERMINING AVERAGE VOCABU-
LARY SIZE AND AVERAGE OOV-RATE

Now, in contrast to the previous chapter, vocabulary sizes and OOV-
rates are determined and averaged for all ( ) constellations of dif-
ferent training and test corpora as well as for constant test corpus
size  and .

Depending on the respective test corpus size M, the average vocab-
ulary size  results in:

(12)

Depending on the respective test corpus size M, the average
OOV-rate  results in:

(13)

With these determined values of eq. (12) and (13), the average vo-
cabulary size and the average OOV-rate of the corpus K, reduced by
M word chains, can be calculated.

Therefore, the computation effort could be enormous, since ( )
combinations with all together M·( ) word chains have to be ex-
amined.1 For reducing the computational load, a coincidental sam-
ple can be created from the ( ) imaginable combinations. For
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such a sample, the average vocabulary size  and the aver-
age OOV-rate  are calculated. For a sufficient sample
size2, it can be assumed:

(14)

(15)

If the training corpus is equal to the original corpus K (i.e. M=0), the
whole vocabulary is available:

(16)

If the training corpus does not contain any word chain (i.e. M=L),
the vocabulary degenerates to an empty set  with the vocabulary
size . Since any word of any word chain cannot be in-
cluded within an empty vocabulary, all words are OOV-words and
the resulting OOV-rate rises to one.

(17)

(18)

By the help of equations (12)-(18),  and  can be cal-
culated for all M with . It turns out that:

•  steadily decreases for , i.e. the
bigger the test corpus, the smaller the training cor-
pus, the smaller is the resulting vocabulary.

•  steadily increases for , i.e. the
bigger the test corpus, the smaller the training cor-
pus, the bigger is the resulting OOV-rate. This
seems to be logical, since the probability inevitably
decreases that words of an increasing test corpus are
included in a decreasing training corpus. The re-
verse is an increasing probability for words being
not included.

5. ANALYTIC FUNCTION MODEL

The prediction of vocabulary size and OOV-rate for a given corpus
K can be done by quasi-continuous analytic function terms
and  dependent on M. At least for , these terms
should be a good approximation of the previously calculated values

 und . Furthermore, they must be defined for .

(19)

(20)

The OOV-rate of the corpus K is equal to that probability for at least
one word of an expected word chain within the regarded domain be-

1) For  (training corpus size of our ’graphic editor’ do-
main) and , there would be
combinations and twenty times as much word chains.

2) If the result should be precise on three fractional digits, 105 co-
incidental combinations of Ktrain and Ktest should be enough.
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ing not included in the vocabulary V(K). This can be effectively ap-
proximated by the value . (If there is no analytic function, the
similar value  can be used.)

If these functions are defined for negative and integer M, the ex-
pected vocabulary size and OOV-rate can be estimated, if the cor-
pus is enlarged by (– M) additional word chains. Of course, these
new word chains should be collected within the same domain and
under the same conditions as those within the original corpus K.

To fall below a certain OOV-rate ε, that M has to be found, which
fulfils the condition .

5.1.  Function Term Structure

On the basis of the available values of  and , it can be
assumed that:

• The functions  and  must be defined
for  (also for !).

•  is positive or zero within the definition
range and steadily decreasing:

(21)

(22)

• In "negative direction",  grows more and
more slowly:

(23)

•  is positive within the definition range and
steadily increasing:

(24)

(25)

• In "negative direction",  approaches more
and more zero and decreases more and more slowly:

(26)

(27)

The desired function terms are extracted under these preconditions
and with the calculated values  and . The structures
of following functions comply with the affected requirements for
suitable values a1, a2, a3 und a4. Better than other function terms,
they fit very well to the values of  and .
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It is necessary that , , ,  and
 to meet all the above requirements. Note, that the OOV-rate

becomes proportional to the first derivation of the vocabulary size:

(30)

This seems to be a logical consequence, since the lower the growth
of the vocabulary (in "negative direction"), the closer to zero the
OOV-rate moves. If the vocabulary would not grow, all expected
words are already included and the OOV-rate must become zero.
This is theoretically the case, if an infinite number of word chains

 is added to the corpus.

To fall below of a certain OOV-rate ε, eq. (29) delivers the number
(–M) of additional word chains with M < 0:

(31)

The resulting vocabulary size Φ(ε) depending on ε results to:

(32)

Please note in eq. (32), that Φ(ε) does not depend on a2.

5.2.  Example

Now we look at a real existing text corpus Kwiz
1 with

word chains and a vocabulary size of . The dis-
crete function values  and  have been calcu-
lated according to eq. (12) and (13) and are shown in figure 1.

By polynomial curve fitting (function Fit of the software program
Mathematica [8]), following function terms, which are derived
from the previously explained structure, can be found for the calcu-
lated values  and :

(33)

(34)

1) This corpus was collected during a Wizard-of-Oz simulation [4]
within the ’graphic editor’ domain for a speech understanding
task [7] and a speech translation task [5].

Figure 1: Average vocabulary size  and average
OOV-rate  depending on M
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For a desired OOV-rate of 5%,

(35)

must be added to the corpus Kwiz. Then, the vocabulary size becomes

(36)

6. INSPECTION OF THE MODEL

The model developed in the previous chapter can be checked by
creating a sub-corpus  from the original corpus K.

(37)

This corpus  contains  word chains, i.e. the corpus size is:

with (38)

The corresponding functions  and  are determined.
However, the corpus  should be large enough to create meaning-
ful functions1. Now, one can check, if the predictions made with
these functions match to the available values  and
of the complete corpus K.

(39)

(40)

For that, an example is given: The corpus Kwiz of the previous chap-
ter is reduced. Every second word chain is extracted for the new
corpus . It contains  word chains with a re-
sulting vocabulary size of  words. We re-
ceived following analytic function terms:

(41)

(42)

According to eq. (39) and (40), for M = 0 or M = 1 should be valid:

(43)

(44)

The relative error of ϕKwiz and ωKwiz is 3,8% for the modelled vo-
cabulary size  or 1,0% for the modelled OOV-rate .

1) As a rule of thumb, it can be assumed that a corpus with a cor-
pus size greater than its vocabulary size, i.e. , is
large enough for estimating the analytic functions.
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An addition of 2921 word chains to the reduced corpus  corre-
sponds to an addition of 2000 word chains to the original one K:

(45)

(46)

The relative error of ΦKwiz and ΩKwiz is 4,6% for the modelled vo-
cabulary size  or 0,2% for the modelled OOV-rate .

7. CONCLUSION

The small relative errors of the previous example show that the pre-
diction of the expected vocabulary size and the expected OOV-rate
deliver useful values. The introduced approach cannot and does not
want to make any exact prediction, but it is able to estimate the ten-
dency and the order of magnitude of both the vocabulary size and
the OOV-rate. The values can be hypothetically estimated without
real corpus extension by a relatively simple procedure. As soon as
training data are collected for a speech processing application, a
statement can be given about usability and completeness of the vo-
cabulary set up by the training data.
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